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CHARACTERS

BOB BOHAN A young professional

BERNICE BOHAN Another young professional. His wife.

INSPECTOR BURNS A police officer
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WRECK

(At Rise: BOB and BERNICE are standing 
next to a real estate "FOR SALE - Price 
Reduced" sign. Next to the sign there's 
an abandoned child's car seat. There's 
the cloying sound of a highway not far 
away.)

BOB
Wow. This looks awesome!

BERNICE
I don't know.

BOB
I wonder why they dropped the price.

BERNICE
Probably because you open your front door to a 
highway.

BOB
Not that close.

BERNICE
Three hundred feet?

BOB
Two hundred yards at least.

BERNICE
No.

BOB
Sure. Two football fields.

(He gestures the distances with his 
hands.)

And there's a lot of trees between here and there.

BERNICE
And a lot of buildings. I don't know, Bob. It's loud. 
I don't like that noise.

BOB
It's mostly white noise.
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BERNICE
It would drive me crazy after a while. And what do you 
suppose this car seat is all about?

BOB
I don't know. Maybe the current owners left it.

BERNICE
I wonder why though.

BOB
What's wrong?

BERNICE
It worries me.

BOB
The car seat worries you? But honey... This place is 
practically perfect.

BERNICE
In some ways I suppose.

BOB
It's on a dead end. Good for kids.

BERNICE
We don't have any kids.

BOB
Not yet.

BERNICE
Bob...

BOB
What, Bernice? I sometimes think you don't want kids.

BERNICE
I do, Bob. 

BOB
You say you do.

BERNICE
Really I do... I just don't think this would be a good 
place for kids.
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BOB
Why not? Getting to work would be a no-brainer. For 
both of us. And childcare would be close by.

BERNICE
I really want us to hear the birds singing in the 
morning before work. I don't want the office to be my 
quiet space away from home.

BOB
Maybe it's sound proofed on the inside. I'm thinking 
this could be a good starter home for us.

BERNICE
Maybe... What time is the real estate agent supposed 
to arrive?

BOB
He was supposed to have been here by now. I'll call 
him in a minute. (Pause.) Let's just be quiet for a 
moment and take it all in.

(They stand looking out toward the 
highway. The noise from the highway 
seems to increase, including sirens and 
truck engines. Suddenly there's the 
sound of a huge crash that lasts a good 
five seconds. Then silence. They are 
both shocked.)

BERNICE
Oh my god, Bob. That was bad!

BOB
You're right it was...

BERNICE
Holy hell! What should we do?!

(BERNICE is frantically running 
around.)

BOB
Bernice... It's okay. Calm down. There's nothing we 
can do.

BERNICE
What do you mean nothing? 
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BOB
Not from here.

BERNICE
People are probably hurt!

BOB
Without a doubt. Somebody died in that one.

BERNICE
The cars started wrapping around each other.

BOB
And then that tractor trailer just fell over on the 
other car.

BERNICE
We have to do something!

BOB
We can't get there from here, Bernice.

BERNICE
Then call the police.

BOB
Someone's probably already called the police.

BERNICE
Well, we can't do nothing. I'm calling the police.

BOB
Wait!

BERNICE
Wait for what?

BOB
It's probably better we don't get involved.

BERNICE
We're already involved.

BOB
Seriously. The police. The insurance companies. 
They'll never let us alone.
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BERNICE
Nonsense, Bob. 

BOB
I don't understand why you're being this way.

BERNICE
I'm calling the police.

(She gets out her cell phone and dials 
9-1-1.)

And I can't believe you would want us to pretend we 
didn't see anything. Hello? Yes. I'd like to report an 
accident. (Pause.) No, I wasn't in the accident. I saw 
it. Several blocks away. It's Route 4 and... What 
street are we on?... Roosevelt. Route 4 And Roosevelt. 
(Pause.) It's really bad. Send someone quickly. 
(Pause.)My name and address?

(BOB rolls his eyes, as BERNICE wanders 
away. Pause. She hangs up.)

I didn't give them our current address.

BOB
You lied to them?

BERNICE
I didn't really lie. I just gave them our old address.

BOB
That's a lie.

BERNICE
If they question it, I can just say I was confused in 
the moment.

BOB
You see? Now you're getting sucked in. We're much more 
involved than we ever should have been.

BERNICE
What if someone was badly injured and no one had 
called the police? We'd have blood on our hands.

BOB
Okay. Fine. But if they ask why we --

BERNICE
Wait. Listen.
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BOB
What? I don't hear anything.

BERNICE
Exactly.

BOB
The police stopped the traffic.

BERNICE
No more highway noise.

BOB
Amazing how something like this makes everything slow 
down. I'm thinking. Maybe this isn't the right 
neighborhood for us.

(INSPECTOR BURNS enters. He carries a 
clipboard.)

BURNS
Hello! Excuse me...

BOB
Yes. Finally. You must be the agent?

BURNS
I beg your pardon?

BERNICE
We were waiting for the real estate agent. About this 
house.

BURNS
Oh. No. I am an agent of sorts. Inspector Burns...

BOB
From the police?

BERNICE
That was fast.

BOB
Bob and Bernice Bohan.

BURNS
I'm canvassing the area here. To see if anyone 
witnessed the crash.
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BERNICE
Oh yes. The crash.

BURNS
It's a quiet neighborhood. You're the first I've seen.

BOB
We didn't actually see the crash.

BERNICE
Well... We did see it...

BURNS
There were multiple deaths. 

BERNICE
Oh no.

BURNS
So it's important we get the facts straight. Did you, 
or did you not, witness the accident?

BOB
It's kind of far away.

BURNS
You didn't hear anything?

BERNICE
We heard it.

BOB
We heard something.

BURNS
Did you hear the crash?

BERNICE
Yes. We definitely heard it. It was horrible.

BURNS
How did you respond?

BOB
Respond?

BERNICE
I called the police. I thought that was why you were 
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here.

BURNS
Oh no. We're never here that fast. I'm just here to 
take a report from any eyewitnesses.

BOB
We heard the crash. And we saw the smoke afterwards. 
But we couldn't really see exactly what happened from 
where we are.

BURNS
That's your statement?

BOB
Yes.

BERNICE
It was so horrible.

BURNS
Yes. It certainly was. I'll just have you fill out and 
sign this form, here.

BOB
You'll need our address?

BURNS
Yes. If we need any more information from you, we'll 
call you. You may receive a call from the insurance 
companies..

(BOB takes the clipboard and fills out 
the form.)

BOB
Thank you, officer.

BURNS
Thank you for your time. You said you were waiting for 
a... Real estate agent? Someone involved with the 
crash is said to have been on his way to meet some 
folks.

BERNICE
Oh my god! Was it him?

BURNS
Possibly. Probably not. He's probably just caught in 
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the traffic. It's backed up for miles. Complete 
standstill.

BERNICE
I hope he's okay. If he was speeding to try and meet 
up with us.

BURNS
I best be going. Best of luck to both of you.

BERNICE
Thank you. Goodbye.

(BURNS exits.)

BOB
I think we should go.

BERNICE
What about the house?

BOB
You still want to look at this house?

BERNICE
I thought you did. You said it was perfect.

BOB
I don't know.

BERNICE
Now you're not so sure.

BOB
I thought you said this wouldn't be a good place for 
kids.

BERNICE
Bob... Maybe this isn't such a good time for us to 
have kids.

BOB
Why? Here we are again. What's wrong?

BERNICE
I don't think I can do it again.

BOB
Do what again?
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BERNICE
Bob... There's something you should know... Something 
I should have told you.

BOB
What are you telling me? Do it again? You mean you 
already had kids?

BERNICE
I had a son.

BOB
You have... A son? Boom! Just like that you tell me?

BERNICE
You're always trying to convince me that everything 
will be alright. But when you lose a child, you know 
that it will never be alright again.

BOB
When did this happen?

BERNICE
It was my boyfriend, Nate. Before we were married. You 
remember I told you about him. Everything was gonna be 
great. We had a son together. And we were going to get 
married.

BOB
And what?

BERNICE
They were in a car accident. A terrible accident. Nate 
survived. But...

BOB
Not your son. Bernice... Why didn't you ever tell me 
this? I don't understand.

BERNICE
Please try and understand. 

BOB
Now what? What are we doing here?

BERNICE
I thought I could start again with you. After today... 
That deafening sound of traffic. The empty car seat. I 
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don't know if I can have any more children.

BOB
What do you mean? You can still have children.

BERNICE
I would cling to them. I would be a bad mother.

BOB
No.

BERNICE
If anything ever happened to them, I'd be a complete 
wreck. I'd be finished.

BOB
Nothing would ever happen to them. I wouldn't let it.

BERNICE
I know you would never want anything to happen. But 
things happen, Bob. Look at today. People died out 
there.

BOB
Let's just leave this place. And never come back.

BERNICE
There will always be other places like this, Bob.

(They look out at the highway. The 
sound of the traffic moving is 
beginning to return.)

You're always trying to look at the bright side.

BOB
What other way is there to look at it? Not this place. 
But we'll find a place. And we'll heal together from 
this. And then when the time is right, we'll take the 
next step. Okay?

(The sound of the highway, trucks, 
sirens, increases as the lights fade.)

END OF PLAY


